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 In the published portion of this opinion, we conclude that a purse snatch satisfies 

the force or fear element of robbery where the thief wrests the purse from the individual 

who has it on his or her person, using the amount of force necessary to get it away.  In the 

nonpublished portion of the opinion we deal with the other issues raised by the defendant.  

We conclude that the trial court adequately instructed the jury, that any violation of 

defendant’s Fourth Amendment rights incident to a search of her “bulk property” was 

harmless, and that there is sentencing error under Blakely v. Washington (2004) ___ U.S. 

___ [124 S.Ct. 2531] necessitating remand for resentencing.  Except for the resentencing, 

as to which a partial reversal is required, we shall affirm the judgment of the trial court. 

 

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL SUMMARY 

 On a Saturday afternoon in June 2002, defendant Cora Lee Thomas and a 

companion engaged in a robbery crime spree in the Lancaster area of Los Angeles 

County.  There were three separate episodes.  In each, her companion (who was not tried 

with her and about whom little identifying information is supplied in this record) 

accosted a woman in the parking area of a supermarket or large shopping store or mall, 

and, using force, took or tried to take her purse.  Defendant drove a car used to transport 

the companion to the location of the crimes, then, when he fled the scene, she drove it to 

a location at which he jumped into the car, usually headfirst into an open window, and 

she drove off. 

 Once defendant was apprehended, four counts were charged against her:  one for 

attempted robbery, two for robbery, and one for receiving stolen property.  She also was 

charged with two prior serious felonies and a prior prison term.  There is no factual 

dispute raised as to the attempted robbery count; a suppression issue is raised as to the 

third count; and the fourth count, for receiving, eventually was dismissed.  We shall 

reserve our factual summary as to the third count to our discussion of the search and 

seizure issue.  It is only necessary at this point to set out the factual information 

concerning the second count, for a completed robbery. 
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 On appeal from a criminal conviction we “review the whole record in the light 

most favorable to the judgment below to determine whether it discloses substantial 

evidence -- that is, evidence which is reasonable, credible, and of solid value -- such that 

a reasonable trier of fact could find the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.”  

(People v. Johnson (1980) 26 Cal.3d 557, 578.)  In doing so, “we view the evidence in 

the light most favorable to respondent and presume in support of the judgment the 

existence of every fact the trier could reasonably deduce from the evidence.”  (People v. 

Lewis (1990) 50 Cal.3d 262, 277.)  The following summary is based on this standard of 

review. 

 On June 29, 2002, between 2:05 and 2:30 in the afternoon, Carol Ippolito was with 

her husband and daughter in the parking lot of an Albertson’s store in Lancaster.  She 

was loading groceries into the family truck.  Her purse hung down to her waistline and 

was secured by a strap around her left shoulder.  She “felt something hot against [her] 

arm, and then the strap, something grabbed it.  And I was holding on to it, and the strap 

broke or pulled right out of my hand, so the strap was broken.”  The hot object was a 

knife.  She tried to hang onto her purse.  It started going off her arm, and she held on to it, 

but the strap, then broken, slipped through her hands – “it just pulled right through.  I 

couldn’t hold it” although she tried to do so with both hands.  Prior to this incident the 

strap was in good condition, not broken.  It was connected to the purse with loops and 

sewn leather, which also were in good condition.  She got a good look at the person who 

took her purse, and described him.  She saw his hands, which were gripping the purse, 

and she felt it pulling away.  The entire episode took only seconds, and after getting the 

purse, the man ran to a white Nissan, dove into the back open window with his feet 

remaining outside the car, and the car sped away.  Mrs. Ippolito got the license plate 

numbers with the assistance of a man who drove up and wrote them down as she called 

them off.  Her credit card, which was in the purse, was used twice within the next 15 

minutes; some $150 was charged on the card.  

 The other person went into the store.  Within minutes after that, law enforcement 

officers arrived.  A deputy sheriff spoke to Mrs. Ippolito, who was distraught and visibly 
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shaken by the incident.  Mrs. Ippolito related that she had just finished shopping and was 

outside her vehicle when she felt something cold touch the inside of her arm; she looked 

down and saw a knife, or stainless steel knife blade.  Immediately after that she felt 

tension on her purse, and the knife cut through the purse strap, which was pulled loose.  

She saw the man run several steps to a waiting vehicle, into which he dove headfirst, and 

the vehicle drove away.1  

 On the evening of June 29, the vehicle was observed at Sierra Highway and 

Avenue J-8.  Defendant was the driver.  The license plate number matched the one 

reported by Mrs. Ippolito.  The car was pulled over, and some of Mrs. Ippolito’s property 

was found inside.  

 Defendant was convicted as an aider and abettor and accomplice to the robbery of 

Mrs. Ippolito, as well as on three other counts.  She admitted the prior convictions 

charged against her.  The receiving stolen property count was dismissed on motion of the 

prosecutor, and at sentencing the court struck one of the two serious felony prior 

convictions and eventually dismissed a prior prison term enhancement.  (Pen. Code, 

§ 667.5, subd. (b); all further code citations are to this code.)  Defendant was sentenced 

on the three counts and two prior serious felonies to an aggregate term of 24 years and 3 

months.  She filed a timely notice of appeal.  

 

DISCUSSION 

I 

 Defendant argues that the evidence is insufficient to support her conviction of 

robbery of Mrs. Ippolito.  Instead, she argues, her crime was grand theft from the person, 

a violation of section 487, subdivision (c), which is a lesser included offense to robbery.  

(People v. Ramkeesoon (1985) 39 Cal.3d 346, 351.)  She argues that the facts 

                                                                                                                                        
 1 There was a hearsay objection to Mrs. Ippolito’s statements as related by the 
officer.  The objection was overruled as “it appears to be an appropriate exception.”  The 
court apparently was referring to the spontaneous statement hearsay exception.  (Evid. 
Code, § 1240.)  No issue about this is raised on appeal.  
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demonstrate nothing more than a simple purse snatch, and that a snatch of something 

from the victim’s person, without threatening, scaring, harming, pushing, or otherwise 

confronting the victim physically, is grand theft from the person, not robbery.  

 There may be some generalized impression abroad that a purse snatch -- grabbing 

a purse (or similar object) from a person -- is grand theft and nothing more.  Thus, it has 

been said that the purpose of section 487 is to “guard against ‘the purse snatcher.’”  

(People v Huggins (1997) 51 Cal.App.4th 1654, 1658.)2  And a 1972 American Law 

Reports annotation on the subject concludes that most of the state courts that have  

considered the issue have said that purse snatching is not robbery, although the weight of 

authority is otherwise where the force used is sufficient.  (Annot., Purse Snatching as 

Robbery or Theft (1972) 42 A.L.R.3d 1381, 1383, 1385, in which few cases are cited, 

none of them from California.) 

 We have found no California case that holds that purse snatch cannot qualify as a 

robbery.  As we shall explain, whether it does or not depends on the force used.3 

 The robbery statute, section 211, describes robbery as “the felonious taking of 

personal property in the possession of another, from his person or immediate presence, 

and against his will, accomplished by means of force or fear.”  This is the original Field 

Code statute, enacted in 1872, and never changed.  The law was the same even before 

then.  The original penal law of California, an Act Concerning Crimes and Punishments, 

describes robbery as “the felonious and violent taking of money, goods, or other valuable 

                                                                                                                                        
 2 The Huggins case cites People v. McElroy (1897) 116 Cal. 583, 586 for this 
proposition.  The issue in McElroy is whether property was taken “from the person” 
where the property taken was a pair of trousers the victim was using as a pillow.  The 
court held that it was not.  In a 153-word sentence, the court said the statute was directed 
at “the purse snatcher, the jewel abstracter” and persons of like ilk. 
 
 3 That is true when the issue centers on the force prong of robbery.  Some 
difficulty is encountered where the pleading alleges force and fear in the conjunctive.  
There is authority that, at least in that context, the coercive effect of the fear amounts to 
force.  (See People v. Wright (1996) 52 Cal.App.4th 203, 211, and People v. Brookins 
(1989) 215 Cal.App.3d 1297, 1309.)  That is not our case. 
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thing from the person of another, by force or intimidation.”  (Stats. 1850, ch. 99, § 59, 

p. 235.)  Prior to that, force or fear was an element of robbery at common law.  (See 

People v. Shuler (1865) 28 Cal. 490, 492.) 

 People v. Church (1897) 116 Cal. 300 is a leading decision on the issue.  In that 

case, the “offense here charged [was] claimed to have been committed in a saloon, in the 

presence of various habitués of that resort.”  The defendant grabbed a watch, or watch 

and chain, from one of the patrons and ran out the door with it.  He was caught and 

charged with robbery.  The trial court instructed the jury that since the charge was 

robbery, not larceny, the value of the item taken did not matter:  the charged crime “is not 

like a case of larceny; where larceny is charged value becomes material, but here robbery 

is charged.”  (Id. at p. 302.)  The instruction was error because the evidence also could 

have supported a charge of “grand larceny” (as it was then called; see Stats. 1850, ch. 99, 

§ 60, p. 235), and it was for the jury to decide.  The court observed that “[m]any cases of 

robbery may be disclosed by the evidence where the trial court would be justified in 

refusing an instruction to the effect that the defendant could be convicted of grand 

larceny.  Such cases would be those where the offense, without contradiction, indicates 

the offense to have been accomplished by means of force or fear” but this case was not 

one of them.  Where the evidence would support either crime and robbery is charged, the 

better practice is to instruct the jury on the lesser crime as well.4  The robbery conviction 

in Church was reversed because the decision of whether the taking involved force or not 

was for the jury to determine and the court’s instruction deprived it of the opportunity to 

make that decision.  (People v. Church, supra, 116 Cal. 304.) 

                                                                                                                                        
 4 The law has evolved since 1897.  It is now well established that in this situation, 
the court must instruct on the lesser included crime.  (See People v. Wickersham (1982) 
32 Cal.3d 307, 324, overruled on another ground in People v. Barton (1995) 12 Cal.4th 
186, 200.)  Indeed, the prosecutor has discretion to charge a case either as robbery or 
grand theft where both theories are supportable.  There is no infirmity in the fact that 
prosecutors have such discretion.  (See discussion in People v. Wilkinson (2004) 33 
Cal.4th 821, 838, 840.) 
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 Later cases have discussed the amount of force required for robbery as opposed to 

grand theft.  In People v. Morales (1975) 49 Cal.App.3d 134, the court observed that no 

case had purported to precisely define that amount of force.  “However, it is established 

that something more is required than just that quantum of force which is necessary to 

accomplish the mere seizing of the property.”  (Id. at p. 139.)  In Morales as in Church, 

upon which it relies, the trial court error was in failing to instruct the jury on the lesser 

included crime of theft from the person.  (Id. at p. 141.)  So it is that, “[w]hen actual force 

is present in a robbery, at the very least it must be a quantum more than that which is 

needed merely to take the property from the person of the victim, and is a question of fact 

to be resolved by the jury taking into account the physical characteristics of the robber 

and the victim.”  (People v. Wright, supra, 52 Cal.App.4th at p. 210.)  An accepted 

articulation of the rule is that “[a]ll the force that is required to make the offense a 

robbery is such force as is actually sufficient to overcome the victim’s resistance . . . .”  

(People v. Clayton (1928) 89 Cal.App. 405, 411, quoted with approval in People v. 

Lescallett (1981) 123 Cal.App.3d. 487, 491, overruled on another point in People v. 

Allison (1989) 48 Cal.3d 879, 895; see also People v. Jefferson (1939) 31 Cal.App.2d 

562, 567, People v. Roberts (1976) 57 Cal.App.3d 782, overruled on another ground in 

People v. Rollo (1977) 20 Cal.3d 109, 120, fn. 4, and People v. Welch (1963) 218 

Cal.App.2d 422, 423.)  People v. Roberts is especially similar to the present case.  The 

court said:  “Certainly, the evidence that the purse was grabbed with such force that the 

handle broke supports the jury’s implied finding that such force existed.”  (People v. 

Roberts, supra, 57 Cal.App.3d at p. 787.) 

 So it is in this case.  Defendant’s companion grabbed Mrs. Ippolito’s purse and 

tried to pull it away from her; she pulled back, trying to prevent her purse from being 

taken.  The thief succeeded by cutting or breaking the strap that was over the victim’s 

shoulder and pulled on the strap with enough strength to defeat efforts to hold on to the 

purse.  That description perfectly fits the force provision of the crime of robbery. 

 Of course, the jury might have found that no more force was used than necessary 

to lift the purse from Mrs. Ippolito’s person without resistance on her part.  It was the 
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jury’s function to make that decision.  The vice in earlier cases, in which robbery 

convictions were reversed, was that the jury was not given that choice through the court’s 

instructions.  It was given the choice in this case; the court specifically instructed on 

grand theft as a lesser included offense to the two robbery and one attempted robbery 

charges.  

II 

 Defendant argues that the trial court erred in denying her motion to suppress 

evidence.  The evidence at issue is the “bulk property” taken from defendant and held by 

the sheriff.  A detective searched that property without a warrant.  It turned out that 

defendant was on parole with a search condition at the time, but the officer who 

conducted the search did not know that.  People v. Robles (2000) 23 Cal.4th 789, 794, 

held that a search condition applicable to defendant’s roommate did not justify a search 

of their joint residence, even though the roommate was under a search condition, if the 

searching officer was unaware of that fact at the time.  Subsequent to the trial, in People 

v. Sanders (2003) 31 Cal.4th 318, 333, the Supreme Court clarified its position.  The 

court held that a search that violates the reasonable expectation of privacy of a cohabitant 

of a parolee subject to a search condition also is unlawful as to the parolee. 

 It appears that the magistrate and, later, the trial court, refused to suppress because 

of the parole search condition.  The People do not dispute the application of these recent 

Supreme Court cases to a search conducted under the facts presented here, but argue that 

defendant failed to preserve the issue on appeal because she argued for suppression on 

other grounds:  that the search was arbitrary and capricious.  They rely on People v. 

Williams (1999) 20 Cal.4th 119, a case discussing the shifting burdens presented in a 

suppression motion.  The defendant bears the initial burden of raising a Fourth 

Amendment issue, but that burden is satisfied by showing that the search was conducted 

without a warrant, placing the burden of justification on the prosecution.  (Id. at p. 127.)  

The warrantless search of defendant’s “bulk property” was presumptively unreasonable, 

but the defendant still has the burden of showing that it was unreasonable.  The amount 
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of specificity required depends on the circumstances, and defendant need only be specific 

enough to inform the prosecution and the court reasonable notice.  (Id. at p. 130.) 

 It is a nice question whether defendant preserved the issue for appellant review.  

We need not decide that question because, even if we assume that the evidence 

discovered should have been suppressed, failure to suppress it was harmless beyond a 

reasonable doubt.  (See People v. Tewksbury (1976) 15 Cal.3d 953, 971 [test of reversible 

error is whether error is harmless beyond reasonable doubt].) 

 First, the evidence found bore only on count three, which charged purse robbery 

from Robin Copeland.  The only incriminating items found in the search were items tied 

to Ms. Copeland; nothing was found that bore on the robbery of Mrs. Ippolito or the 

attempted robbery charged in the first count.  The evidence on the Copeland count was 

strong.  Ms. Copeland testified that she was in the parking lot of an Albertson’s store 

about 7:00 p.m. on June 29, with her friend Kelley Musick.  Ms. Copeland had a purse 

hung over her right shoulder.  A man walked toward the women and grabbed Ms. 

Copeland’s purse and some bags she was carrying.  She struggled, but was unable to hold 

onto the purse, which the man took and started to run.  He ran toward a white car that 

looked like a Honda and dove into the open door as the car drove off.  At trial, she 

identified a photograph of defendant’s car as the one she had seen assailant enter.  

 Ms Musick testified that she saw a male walk behind Ms. Copeland and suddenly 

grab her purse, then run off with it to a white car that drove by with a door open.  The 

man dove into the car which then drove off.  The car identified by the witness was 

defendant’s car.  

 This was the third crime committed in the same area on the same day.  In each 

case a man had approached a woman carrying a purse, grabbed the purse or purse strap 

and tried to wrest it away, succeeding in two cases out of three.  In each, he ran off in the 

direction of a white car cruising the area.  In each case he dove into the car, which then 

sped off.  In each case it was defendant’s car.  The suggestion that defendant would have 

fared better before a jury on the Copeland robbery count if evidence from her “bulk 
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property” had not been introduced, strains credulity.  Any error in admitting the evidence 

was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. 

III 

 Defendant next argues that the trial court should have given an instruction defining 

“force or fear.”  Neither side requested such an instruction, nor did the jury profess any 

doubt or confusion about the meaning of these terms.  The court gave the accepted 

pattern instruction, CALJIC No. 9.40, which uses the statutory phrase “force or fear.”  

These are not terms with a technical meaning requiring an explanatory instruction.  (See 

People v. Anderson (1966) 64 Cal.2d 633, 640; People v. Reed (1952) 38 Cal.2d 423, 

430; People v. Mungia (1991) 234 Cal.App.3d 1703, 1708.)  There was no error. 

IV 

 Finally, defendant argues that the trial court’s selection of the upper (aggravated) 

term for the Ippolito robbery violated her right to jury trial, as explicated by the United 

States Supreme Court in Blakely v. Washington, supra, 124 S.Ct. 2531.  The reason is 

that this determination required the finding of facts, other than the fact of a prior 

conviction, that the jury had not necessarily determined.  We previously have determined 

that a Blakely argument may be presented even though not raised before the trial court, 

where sentencing occurred before that case was decided by the high court.  We also have 

concluded that the California determinate sentencing law is sufficiently similar to the 

statute reviewed in Blakely to make the holding of that case applicable:  the upper term 

cannot be imposed where the jury has not decided the factual basis for the aggravated 

term, except where the greater punishment is imposed on the basis of recidivism.  The 

Supreme Court recently has added to the literature on the issue by its decision in United 

States v. Booker (2005) ___ U.S. ___ [125 S.Ct. 738]. 

 The issue is now before our Supreme Court in People v. Black, S126182.  The 

court recently called for further briefing in that case, based on the Booker decision.  

Pending a decision in Black or a related case, we see no reason to depart from the 

position we have held.  But that does not end the inquiry. 
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 Blakely continues to recognize the recidivism exception stated in Apprendi v. New 

Jersey (2000) 530 U.S. 466, 489, for increased punishment based on recidivism.  The 

defendant in this case was on parole at the time the present crimes were committed; she 

had suffered two prior serious felonies, and two terms in prison.  These are recidivist 

factors, and standing alone they would support the high term imposed.  But they were not 

the only factors upon which the court relied.  It also based its decision on the planning, 

sophistication and professionalism with which the crimes were committed.  Further 

factors were the pattern of violent conduct in which defendant had engaged, which 

indicated a danger to society.5 

 We cannot determine whether or not the trial court would have imposed the upper 

term based on the recidivist factors alone.  We shall reverse the sentencing in this case for 

further proceedings on that issue.  At that time, the trial court may determine whether to 

impose the aggravated term on the basis of recidivist factors alone, or not to do so.  In 

any case, it will be necessary to resentence defendant. 

 

                                                                                                                                        
 5 The court also cited the fact that there were three separate occasions of crime in 
this case, using that as a basis to impose consecutive sentencing.  Defendant does not 
argue that Blakely applies to consecutive sentencing, and we previously have held that it 
does not.  We also continue to adhere to that conclusion. 
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DISPOSITION 

 The judgment is reversed as to sentencing and remanded for further proceedings 

on that issue consistent with our opinion.  In all other respects the judgment is affirmed. 
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